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The use of representativity theory in the depletion calculations of SFR
blankets

Jean-François Lebrat ⇑, Jean Tommasi

CEA, DEN, Cadarache, DER, SPRC, F-13-108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance, France

The analysis of the DOUBLON experiment has provided C/E’s for several isotopic ratios in the first and sec-

ond rows of the radial blanket after an irradiation in the PHENIX Sodium Fast Reactor. We have used this

as a basis for the validation of the DARWIN-2.3 (Tsilanizara et al., 2000) package for the depletion calcu-

lation in the radial blankets of SFR’s (Lebrat et al., 2015). Unfortunately, no measurements have been per-

formed in the upper and lower axial blankets of the fissile assemblies. Of course we expect our

calculations to be reliable in these zones as well, as the initial compositions, nuclear reactions and neu-

tron spectra are very similar. The representativity theory appeared to be the appropriate tool to correlate

the available experimental information in the radial blanket to our calculations in the axial zones. Indeed,

the representativity factors that we calculate between the final 239Pu/238U ratio in the radial and axial fer-

tile zones are very close to 1. Hence, the measurements performed in the radial zone can help us ‘‘correct”

the calculation in the axial blanket and reduce its a-priori uncertainty due to nuclear data. The estimated

uncertainty reduction can reach a factor 5, since the experimental uncertainty is low. The 240Pu/238U ratio

is studied with a similar method.

1. Introduction

The analysis of the DOUBLON experiment has provided C/E’s for
several isotopic ratios in the first and second rows of the radial
blanket after an irradiation in the PHENIX Sodium Fast Reactor.
We have used this as a basis for the validation of the DARWIN-
2.3 (Tsilanizara et al., 2000) package for the depletion calculation
in the radial blankets of SFR’s (Lebrat et al., 2015). Unfortunately,
no measurements have been performed in the upper and lower
axial blankets of the fissile assemblies. Of course we expect our cal-
culations to be reliable in these zones as well, as the initial compo-
sitions, nuclear reactions and neutron spectra are very similar. The
representativity theory appeared to be the appropriate tool to cor-
relate the available experimental information in the radial blanket
to our calculations in the axial zones.

2. Definition of the problem

The parameter we have chosen to study is the final 239Pu/238U
concentrations ratio in the blanket after irradiation and cooling.
Indeed, the 239Pu is the main isotope produced in the fertile zones,

whereas the amount of 238U is almost constant. This makes the
final 239Pu/238U ratio a good measurement of the ‘‘burnup” in the
blankets.

The 239Pu is produced in the fertile zones by a capture reaction
on the initial 238U (via the 239Np), so the final amount of 239Pu
depends on the neutron spectrum (via the cross sections) and the
decay constants of 239Np and 239Pu. These dependencies are quan-
tified by relative sensitivity coefficients: they measure the
response of an integral parameter to a variation of a nuclear data.
They are calculated by using the perturbation theory (Kallfelz et al.,
1997; Williams, 1978, 1986) and can be written in our case:

Sr ¼
r

N
�
@N

@r
ð1Þ

where S is a vector with Nisotopes � Nreactions � Ngroupes entries, to which

we must add the decay constants of the radioactive isotopes
involved.

The sensitivity coefficients are computed for each isotope, each
reaction and each of the 33 energy groups by the MECCYCO mod-
ule of the ERANOS package (Ruggieri et al., 2006). This program
performs adjoint multigroup evolution calculations, in order to
obtain adjoint concentrations (i.e. importances). The relative sensi-
tivities on the 239Pu/238U ratio are then obtained by a simple
relationship:⇑ Corresponding author.
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where ‘‘239Pu” and ‘‘238U” are the final concentrations of each iso-
tope. We observe that the relative sensitivity on the isotopic ratio
is simply the difference of the individual relative sensitivities.

Once the relative sensitivity coefficients are calculated, the
uncertainty e (in %) on any integral (in term of energy) parameter
is then given by:

e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

StDS
p

ð3Þ

where D is the variance-covariance matrix of the nuclear data (the
cross entries are in [%]2).

The representativity coefficient (Orlov, 1980) is usually used to
compare a reactor concept with an experiment (Dos Santos et al.,
2013a). We use it here in order to give the ‘‘similarity”, the �cor-
relation� between the 239Pu/238U ratios in two different zones 1
and 2 of a reactor by using their respective sensitivity vectors to
nuclear data S1 and S2:

r1;2 ¼
St1DS2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

St1DS1

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

St2DS2

q ð4Þ

D is the covariance matrix of the cross sections involved; we use
the COMAC-V0 release (Archier et al., 2014) in a 33 energy groups
mesh, based on the JEFF-3.1.1 library (JEFF-3.1.1, 0000).

Physically, r represents how much information the two zones
‘‘have in common” for a given parameter.

� If the two sensitivity vectors are identical, then r is maximal
r = 1,

� The more different the sensitivities are, the more r decreases,
� If r = 0, it means that the productions of 239Pu in the two zones
are not correlated at all.

In our case, the covariance matrix must take into account the
capture (c) and fission (f) of 238U, 239Np and 239Pu. The two last
diagonal entries D199;199 and D200;200 account for the decay of
239Np and 239Pu and finally D can be written as:

D¼

U8
ff U8
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U8
cf U8
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This matrix represents the uncertainties and correlations, which
cover the different groups as well as the different reactions. For

instance, U8
ff is a 33 * 33 matrix, whose:

� Diagonal entries are the squares of the relative uncertainties (in
%) of the 238U fission cross section for each energy group,

� The non-diagonal entries are the correlations between the dif-
ferent energy groups for the 238U fission reaction.

The other square blocks U8
fc , U

8
cf and U8

cc are defined the same

way and similar matrixes are defined for the other isotopes. It must
be emphasized that D contains correlations between the various
reactions for a given isotope, but not yet between different
isotopes.

The two last diagonal entries D199;199 and D200;200 are the squares

of the relative uncertainties on the decay constants k of 239Np
(b-decay) and 239Pu (a decay). They are deduced from the half-
lifes T available in JEFF-3.1.1 (0000) by the following formula:

dk

k

� �2

¼
dT

T

� �2

ð6Þ

The values of D199;199 and D200;200 are calculated in Table 1.

So finally D will have (6 � 33 + 2)2 = 2002 entries.

3. Application to our study

For our application, the above parameters are calculated in the
positions of the PHENIX reactor that are represented on Fig. 1:

� At the core midplane of the inner fuel assembly (FUEL) located
in position 18/20,

� At mid-height of the lower (CAI) and upper (CAS) axial blankets
of the same fuel assembly,

� In the first row of the radial blanket (FEF), at the core midplane
of the assembly 24/13,

� In the second row of the radial blanket (FEG), at the core mid-
plane of the assembly 24/12.

The 42.8 EFPD’s of the cycle 10 of the PHENIX reactor are com-
puted with the ERANOS package and its integrated depletion mod-
ule MECCYCO, with the same calculation route that was used for
the interpretation of the TRAPU and DOUBLON irradiations
(Lebrat et al., 2015). The sensitivities are evaluated in ‘‘fresh” fertile
blankets composed of natural (for the CAI) or depleted (for the CAS,
FEF and FEG) Uranium.

Fig. 2 shows the 33 energy group neutron spectrum obtained in
the different zones of the reactor that we have studied; it is very
similar in the various fertile zones and much ‘‘harder” in the fuel.

The same comment can be made on the sensitivity profiles
shown on Figs. 3–6; to make the comparison easier on these fig-
ures, each sensitivity coefficients is normalized by its integral over
energy. By definition, the normalized relative sensitivity coeffi-
cients are all positive.

Once these sensitivities are calculated, we use MATLAB to per-
form the calculation of the representativity factors between two
zones 1 and 2 as defined by Eq. (4). The results are detailed in
Table 2, as well as the uncertainties due to nuclear data e that
are defined by Eq. (3).

Table 2 shows that the representativity factors between any
two of the various fertile zones are very close to 1. Of course, this
was very predictable because the sensitivity profiles are very close

Table 1

Variances of the 239Np and 239Pu decay constants.

T(s) dT(s) dT
T

� �2
(%2)

239Np (b-) 2.0347�105 3.456�102 2.885�10�2

239Pu (a) 7.6094�1011 3.4713�108 2.081�10�3
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to each other: we are comparing similar nuclear reactions in zones
with similar initial compositions and very close neutron spectra.

It is important to note that, whilst the formalism of representa-
tivity and transposition only considers its contribution e due to the
nuclear data, the total uncertainty on the calculated 239Pu/238U
ratio has other contributions:

� In the case of DOUBLON, a fluence adjustment of +1% is neces-
sary for the calculation to match the measured 148Nd/238U ratio
(Lebrat et al., 2015). The uncertainty on the fission yield of
148Nd associated to 239Pu being 1.70% (99% of the 148Nd comes
from fissions on the 239Pu), this uncertainty will reflect on the
calculated 239Pu/238U ratio.

Fig. 1. Position of the fuel and fertile zone in the PHENIX reactor.

Fig. 2. 33 groups normalized neutron energy spectrum calculated by ERANOS in the

various zones of the reactor. Fig. 3. Normalized relative sensitivity of the 239Pu/238U ratio to the 238U fission

cross section as a function of energy.
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� The �technological� uncertainty accounts for the difference
between the ‘‘reality” of the reactor and the simulation we per-
form in our calculation codes: isotopic concentrations, temper-
ature, thickness or pitch tolerances, etc. . . this uncertainty is
estimated to be around 0.1% (100 pcm) on the multiplication
factor keff in our case (Dos Santos et al., 2013b), so it is probably
much lower on the calculated 239Pu/238U ratio we consider here.

4. Transposition and uncertainty reduction

As we have mentioned, the high representativity factors we
have calculated can help us determine – for instance – to what
extend the measurements performed in the first raw of the radial
blanket FEF can ‘‘correct” the calculation in the lower axial blanket
CAI. This is performed with the following formula (Gandini, 1983):

C0
CAI � CCAI

CCAI

¼
E� CFEF

CFEF

r
eCAI

eFEF

1

1þ dE
eFEF

	 
2

0

B

@

1

C

A
ð7Þ

where CCAI is the ERANOS/DARWIN calculation result and eCAI the

associated uncertainty due to nuclear data. C 0
CAI is the calculation

‘‘corrected” by the experimental information in the FEF zone and
the associated calculation, via the representativity factor r between
CAI and FEF.

As an illustration, let us consider the central pin of assembly
FEF79 that was studied in the DOUBLON experiment. For this
pin, E = 0.03131 ± 1.7%, CFEF = 0.031449 and from Table 2 we obtain
r = 0.9926, eFEF = 3.45% and eCAI = 2.67%. The experimental uncer-
tainty is equal to 0.5% (Lebrat et al., 2015).

With Eq. (7), we are then able to calculate:
C0
CAI�CCAI

CCAI
¼ �0:0033.

This means that we have a minor correction of �0.33% on the a
priori calculation in the CAI due to the measurement performed in
the FEF. In our case, this correction is small because:

� The E�CFEF

CFEF
ratio is small, meaning that was have a good C vs E

agreement in the radial blanket,
� The a-priori uncertainties due to nuclear data eCAI and eFEF have
the same order of magnitude.

The high representativity between the radial and axial blankets
calculations shows that our a-priori calculation in the axial blanket
is reliable and that the correction to be applied because of the mea-
surements made in the radial blanket is minor.

We can then evaluate the a-posteriori uncertainty e0CAI on the

calculated value C0
CAI , which takes into account the experimental

information; it is defined as:

e02CAI ¼ e2CAI 1�
r2

1þ dE
eFEF
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A
ð8Þ

In our case, the experimental information reduces the uncer-
tainty by a factor e0CAI=eCAI , which is equal to 5.3, leading thus to

e0CAI = 0.5%.

If for some reason the experimental uncertainty in the radial
blanket is higher, the uncertainty reduction factor is much lower.
For instance, with a 1% experimental uncertainty it drops to 3.3.

5. Study of the 240Pu production

We can use the same method as developed previously to study
the 240Pu/238U ratio, as the final amount of 240Pu in the axial blan-
kets may be of interest too. This nuclide is produced in small
amount – 30 times less than the 239Pu – by a capture reaction on

Fig. 5. Normalized relative sensitivity of the 239Pu/238U ratio to the 239Pu fission

cross section as a function of energy.

Fig. 6. Normalized relative sensitivity of the 239Pu/238U ratio to the 239Pu capture

cross section as a function of energy.

Fig. 4. Normalized relative sensitivity of the 239Pu/238U ratio to the 238U capture

cross section as a function of energy.

Table 2

Representativity factors for the depletion calculation of the 239Pu/238U ratio and a-

priori uncertainties due to nuclear data.

1/2 r1,2 e1 e2

FEF/CAS 0.9927 3.45% 2.74%

FEG/CAS 0.9995 2.80% 2.74%

FEF/CAI 0.9926 3.45% 2.67%

FEG/CAI 0.9989 2.80% 2.67%
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the 239Pu, so we expect a high representativity factor on the 240Pu
production in the various fertile zones of the reactor as well.

In the case of the 240Pu, we must pay attention to the following
points:

� the covariance matrix D now includes four isotopes: 238U, 239Np,
239Pu and 240Pu. The number of entries thus increases from 2002

to 2672,
� an additional diagonal entry corresponds to the square of the
relative uncertainty of the 240Pu a-decay constant. By applying
formula (6), we obtain the value for D267;267 in Table 3.

� as previously, we use the sensitivities of the 238U and 240Pu pro-
ductions provided by ERANOS and we apply Eq. (2) in order to
obtain the sensitivities of the 240Pu/238U ratio:

SrðPu240
U238 Þ

¼ SrPu240 � SrU238 ð9Þ

The results of the representativity factors calculations are
shown in Table 4.

Again, we observe very high representativity factors, which
show that the 240Pu production calculation is also relevant in the
axial blankets of the fuel assemblies. In this case also, the experi-
mental information in the radial blanket may be used for transpo-
sition and uncertainty reduction in the axial zones. We have higher
uncertainties due to nuclear data than in the case of 239Pu though,
because of higher uncertainties on the 240Pu production cross
sections.

6. Conclusion

We have used the representativity theory in order to correlate
the available experimental information in the radial blanket of

the PHENIX reactor to our depletion calculations in the axial zones.
The representativity factors that we calculate between the final
239Pu/238U ratio in the radial and axial fertile zones are very close
to 1. Hence, the measurements performed in the radial zone can
help us ‘‘correct” the calculation in the axial blanket and reduce
its a-priori uncertainty due to nuclear data. The estimated uncer-
tainty reduction can reach a factor 5, since the experimental uncer-
tainty is low. The 240Pu/238U ratio is studied with a similar method.
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Representativity factors for the depletion calculations of the 240Pu/238U ratio and a-

priori uncertainties due to nuclear data.

1/2 r1,2 e1 e2
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FEG/CAS 0.9998 9.37% 9.27%

FEF/CAI 0.9858 9.68% 9.30%
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